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Abstract Relatively larger resting right frontal cortical

brain activation has been labeled as a risk factor for emo-

tion-related disorders. In light of this framework, the pre-

sent studies’ aim was twofold. First, we wanted to

determine whether a relationship between symptoms of

anxiety and depression and frontal asymmetry does already

manifest in a sample of so far healthy individuals showing

a large symptom range. This could be expected if frontal

asymmetry constitutes a risk factor for depression and

anxiety. Second, we aimed to investigate whether symp-

toms of depression and anxiety are independently related to

frontal asymmetry, or whether either anxiety or depression

is superior in predicting the relationship with frontal

asymmetry. To address these questions, trait-like resting

frontal a-asymmetry by means of EEG, as well as trait

anxiety and depressive symptoms by questionnaire were

measured from 43 healthy students (28 female). Results

indicate that higher symptom severity of depression and

anxiety were both significantly correlated with relatively

larger right frontal cortical activation. However, in a

regression analysis, frontal asymmetry was predicted by

anxiety only. Controlling for depression and mood, anxiety

explained 13% of variance, while controlling for mood and

anxiety, depression did explain \1% of variance within

frontal asymmetry. In conclusion, although both anxiety

and depression add to the relationship, relatively larger

right frontal cortical activity might be influenced more

strongly by symptoms of anxiety. Moreover, as this effect

is present already in healthy individuals, the findings might

further support the notion that right frontal cortical asym-

metry constitutes a risk factor for anxiety or depression.

Keywords Depression � Trait anxiety � Frontal cortical

a-asymmetry � Hemispheric activation � EEG

Introduction

The approach-withdrawal model of hemispheric activation

(e.g., Davidson 1992; Silberman and Weingartner 1986)

suggests that left frontal brain areas mediate approach,

while right frontal areas mediate withdrawal motivation.

Based on this model, an atypical trait-like pattern of rela-

tively larger right frontal cortical activation has been pro-

posed as a general risk factor for the development of

emotion-related disorders—including depression and anx-

iety (Coan and Allen 2004).1 Within this framework, the

present study aimed at investigating the differential rela-

tionship between symptoms of depression and anxiety with

frontal asymmetry in a sample of healthy adult participants.

Indeed, reports supporting a link between these disor-

ders and frontal cortical asymmetry are frequent. The vast

majority of these studies found patients suffering from

depression and anxiety to show relatively smaller left
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1 Typically, asymmetrical frontal cortical brain activation is assessed

by means of alpha power difference in electroencephalography

between right and left frontal electrodes. Because cortical alpha

power is inversely related to cortical activity (Davidson 1988),

relatively enhanced right frontal cortical activity is indexed by

relatively reduced right frontal alpha power, while relatively

enhanced left frontal cortical activity is indexed by relatively reduced

left frontal alpha power. Within the current manuscript we will refer

to cortical activation rather than alpha power.
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frontal/relatively larger right frontal cortical activation (for

a metaanalytical review, see Thibodeau et al. 2006).2 This

association between trait-like resting frontal asymmetry

and manifest anxiety and depressive disorders has been

confirmed in numerous studies. However, in contrary,

comparably few studies investigated the relationship

between resting trait-like frontal asymmetry and symptoms

of anxiety and depression in samples of healthy individuals

(see Thibodeau et al. 2006 for a comprehensive review).

Such a relationship would be expected if frontal asymmetry

was a risk factor for the later development of depression or

anxiety (c.f. Coan and Allen 2004; Nusslock et al. 2011;

Koo et al. 2015). These studies yielded mixed results, with

those confirming a relationship between symptoms of

depression and/or anxiety, as well as studies yielding null

findings (Thibodeau et al. 2006).

Moreover, the vast majority of studies (either assessing

patient samples or healthy controls) investigated isolated

symptoms of depression or anxiety, but not comorbidity.

This is surprising, because comorbidity of anxiety and

depression is very common (with rates of 50% or higher),

involving greater symptom severity, weaker response rates

to psychotherapy, and higher relapse rates (e.g., Wittchen

et al. 2000). Moreover, significant subclinical symptoms of

anxiety have been reported for the vast majority of patients

suffering from depression, and vice versa (Gorman 1996;

Kaufman and Charney 2000; Wittchen et al. 2000). Thus,

the importance of comorbidity for the understanding of the

clinical implications of brain asymmetry has been high-

lighted (Bruder et al. 1997; Heller and Nitschke 1998).

However, of the few studies assessing comorbidity in

clinical samples so far, two have reported no significant

effects for frontal brain regions (Kentgen et al. 2000;

Nitschke et al. 1999), one found reduced left frontal acti-

vation in the comorbid and depressed group (Mathersul

et al. 2008), and one reported comorbid participants to

show greater relative right-sided frontal activation as

compared to controls (Bruder et al. 1997). Studies assess-

ing depression and anxiety in healthy controls also yielded

mixed results, with results supporting a link between both

subclinical anxiety and depression (Blackhart et al. 2006;

Wiedemann et al. 1999), as well as partial support for a

relationship or even null findings (Tomarken and Davidson

1994; Nitschke et al. 1999). Moreover, most of these

studies investigated female participants only, limiting

generalizability of results (Thibodeau et al. 2006).

Thus, taken together, contrary to isolated disorders of

depression or anxiety, the pattern of cortical asymmetry

supporting comorbid symptoms of depression and anxiety

in general and specifically in healthy individuals is still

largely an open question. Taken together, to our knowl-

edge, no study to date has been designed to evaluate

whether symptoms of depression and anxiety share the

same strength of relationship with frontal brain asymmetry

in a sample of so far healthy female and male individuals

using regression analysis. More precisely, given that

depression and anxiety are highly comorbid, we aimed to

determine whether depression and anxiety have the same

predictive power to explain variance within frontal brain

asymmetry, or if one is superior over the other in predicting

frontal asymmetry.

Considering inconsistencies in the literature, the main

aim of the current study was thus to determine whether

(1) depression and anxiety are related to frontal brain

asymmetry in a sample of female and male healthy

participants showing a range of self-reported depression

and anxiety and if (2) anxiety or depression is a better

predictor of frontal brain asymmetry in a regression

approach. Based on theoretical considerations (Coan and

Allen 2004; Davidson 1992; Heller and Nitschke 1998),

we await that greater resting right frontal brain asym-

metry to be related to both self-reported depression and

anxiety. However, if there is indeed a high co-existence

between symptoms of anxiety and depression, then two

outcomes of a regression approach are possible: (1) both

symptoms of depression and anxiety are independently

related to frontal asymmetry. This would cause both to

significantly predict frontal asymmetry. (2) Either

symptoms of depression or anxiety are related to frontal

asymmetry, and symptoms of one would explain the

association of the other. This would cause only symp-

toms of one of the both being a significant predictor of

frontal asymmetry.

Materials and methods

Participants

Participants were 43 right-handed students (n = 28 female,

age range 19–34 years, M = 24.2, SD = 3.8) recruited at

Ruhr-Universität Bochum. Participants showed a large

range of self-reported trait anxiety and depression (STAI-T

score 23–61, M = 35.41, SD = 7.44, D-S sum score 0–19,

M = 3.78, SD = 3.92). All participants reported no use of

medication at the day of testing, and no current and no

history of mental or neurological disorders. One participant

decided to discontinue the experiment without giving a

reason, and EEG data of one male and five female partic-

ipants were lost due to technical reasons. The study was

approved by the ethics committee of Ruhr-Universität

2 However, as proposed by Hellers’ two-dimensional model anxiety

manifesting predominantly with symptoms of anxious-apprehension

might also be characterized by enhanced relative left frontal activity

(e.g., in generalized anxiety disorder) (Heller and Nitschke 1998;

Nitschke et al. 1999).
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Bochum. All participants gave written informed consent to

procedures and were paid € 20 for participation.

Assessment of anxiety and depression

Anxiety was assessed with the trait form of the State-Trait

Anxiety Inventory (STAI-T Laux et al. 1981), while

depression was assessed with the Depressions Skala (D-S),

a german depression questionnaire showing good psycho-

metric properties and construct validity (c.f., D-S manual,

von Zerssen and Koeller 1976), as well as high correlations

with other self-rating measures of depression (Schmitt et al.

2003). It consists of 16 items assessing depressive symp-

toms, including, for example, dysphoric mood, loss of

feelings, loss of energy, or suicidality, on a four-point

scale. The STAI-T was chosen for reasons of comparability

with the vast majority of previous research (see Thibodeau

et al. 2006 for an overview). Both the STAI-T as well as

the D-S showed good internal consistency in the actual

sample (STAI-T: CR-a = .85, DS: CR-a = .79).

Psychophysiological recordings and response

scoring

EEG data were recorded with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz

using Ag/AgCl electrodes, digitized with 16 bit (Brai-

nAmp, Brain Products, Germany) and filtered online with a

50 Hz notch filter. EEG was recorded according to the

international 10/20 system from 32 scalp locations (Fp1,

Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, Fc5, Fc1, Fc2, Fc6, T7, C3, Cz, C4,

T8, Tp9, Cp5, Cp1, Cp2, Cp6, Tp8, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, Po9,

O1, Oz, O2, and Po10) in reference to the left mastoid with

impedances below 2 kOhm.

Offline, EEG channels were referenced to linked mas-

toids, high—(0.05 Hz, 24db/oct) and low pass filtered

(40 Hz, 24 db/oct), and corrected for ocular artifacts

(Gratton et al. 1983). Periods with excessive noise were

excluded (i.e., amplitudes below -150 or above 150 lV,

slopes [50 lV/ms). Frontal asymmetry was assessed in

accord with published recommendations (see Allen et al.

2004). In brief, data were segmented in 2 s intervals (50%

overlap) and Fast Fourier Transform was applied using a

Hamming window (80%, end-tapered). Segments were

averaged, and power density values in the alpha band

(8–13 Hz) were extracted for each channel separately.

Finally, an asymmetry score was calculated by subtracting

right frontal activity from left frontal activity (i.e., lnF4–

lnF3). Because cortical alpha power is inversely related to

cortical activity (Davidson 1988), negative scores on this

metric indicate relatively enhanced right frontal cortical

activity, while positive scores indicate relatively enhanced

left frontal cortical activity. We averaged across eyes open

and eyes closed conditions; because both were highly

correlated, r = .83, p\ .001, Spearman Brown corrected

reliability was .91 for the eyes open and eyes closed con-

ditions, and averaging yields a more reliable estimate of

frontal asymmetry than either condition alone (Hagemann

2004; Tomarken et al. 1992). Split half reliability between

the first and second 4 min of data assessment of .98 indi-

cates excellent reliability and suggests stability of mea-

surement at least for our 8 min of data recording.

Data analysis

The main aim of the present study was to determine (1) if

both symptoms of depression and anxiety are indepen-

dently related to frontal asymmetry, or (2) if either symp-

toms of depression or anxiety explain the others’

association with frontal asymmetry. Statistically, the first

assumption would predict that both anxiety and depression

will share a large amount of unique variance with frontal

brain asymmetry (i.e., anxiety predicts asymmetry inde-

pendent of depression and vice versa), while the amount of

variance they share with frontal asymmetry together would

be small. In contrary, the second assumption would predict

that either depression or anxiety show a large amount of

unique variance with frontal asymmetry alone (only

depression or anxiety predicts asymmetry), while the oth-

ers’ relationship with frontal asymmetry is explained lar-

gely by the amount of shared variance of depression and

anxiety with frontal asymmetry. To disentangle this rela-

tionship, we first conducted a hierarchical linear regression

analysis. We included trait anxiety and depression as pre-

dictors and frontal brain asymmetry as dependent variable.

Previous research suggests that changes in current states

substantially influence resting frontal asymmetry (Hage-

mann et al. 2005; Coan and Allen 2004). Thus, to control

for these influences, current mood (assessed with a modi-

fied version of the Self-Assessment Manikin, SAM, Brad-

ley and Lang 1994) was entered as predictor in the first

step, followed by trait anxiety (Step 2) and depression

(Step 3). This analysis determines the total amount of

variance added to the model at each regression step, and

thus identifies the predictor which adds the largest amount

of variance to the final model. However, during this pro-

cedure, shared variance between two predicting variables is

assigned to the predictor entered into the model first. Thus,

given the case that both depression and anxiety would both

share a large amount of variance with frontal asymmetry,

this method would assign it to the variable entered to the

model first (in this case anxiety). Therefore, to determine

the amount of variance depression, anxiety and mood

uniquely share with frontal asymmetry and we report the

partial correlations for the three predicting variables with

frontal asymmetry (i.e., current mood, trait anxiety, and

depression). With this approach, we are able to decompose
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shared and unique variance of our predicting variables with

frontal asymmetry (for details, see Cohen et al. 2003). By

controlling for shared variance with the other predictors,

this enables us to provide the variance uniquely contributed

by the respective predictor.

Procedure

Upon arrival participants were seated in a recliner in a

dimly lit room. Then, electrodes were attached and par-

ticipants completed the mood questionnaire. Then, partic-

ipants were instructed to relax with their eyes open (O) and

closed (C) in one of two alternating orders of eight 1-min

intervals (occocooc or coococco), while resting EEG was

recorded. After recording ended, participants completed

the STAI-T and the D-S. Because the current study was

part of a larger project, then an emotion perception task

was conducted (data reported elsewhere). Afterwards,

participants were paid for participation.

Results

Alpha-asymmetry scores were significantly negatively cor-

related with both scores of anxiety (r = -.433, p = .007)

and depression (r = -.330, p = .025), indicating that rela-

tively stronger right frontal cortical activation was associ-

ated with higher depression and anxiety scores (see Fig. 1).

Table 1 gives the results of the hierarchical regression

analysis predicting frontal asymmetry with current mood,

trait anxiety, and depression. Results show that entering

current mood alone did not reveal a significant regression

equation. Thus, frontal asymmetry could not be predicted by

current mood alone. Entering trait anxiety in a second step

resulted in a significant regression equation and a change of

explained variance of about 26%. The beta weight for trait

anxiety was significant, while the beta weight for current

mood was significant at trend level only. However, adding

depression in the third step did not improve the regressions

model, and the beta weight for depression failed to reach

statistical significance (see Table 1).

To assess the unique variance added by each predicting

variable, we calculated partial correlations for each pre-

dictor with frontal asymmetry while controlling for shared

variance with the other predictors. Figure 2 shows a

graphical representation of the unique contribution of each

predicting variable. In detail, controlling for depression and

current mood, anxiety alone explained 13% variance in

frontal asymmetry, r = -.363, p = .032, R2 = .132.

Controlling for anxiety and current mood, depression alone

explained \1% variance in frontal asymmetry, r = .062,

Fig. 1 Bivariate correlations between frontal alpha asymmetry score and anxiety (left) and depression (right)

Table 1 Hierarchical linear regression predicting frontal asymmetry

from current mood, trait anxiety, and depression

Predictor b DR2 F

Step 1 .001 F(1,36) = 0.03, p = .855

Mood .031n.s.

Step 2 .259 F(2,36) = 5.96, p = .006

Mood -.329t

Anxiety -.623*

Step 3 .003 F(3,36) = 3.92, p = .017

Mood -.345t

Anxiety -.717*

Depression .101n.s.

Newly entered variables are given in bold for each step; n.s. p[ .10,
t p\ .10, * p\ .05
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p = .723, R2 = .004. Controlling for anxiety and depres-

sion, current mood explained 9% of variance in frontal

asymmetry, r = -.303, p = .076, R2 = .092 (see Fig. 2).3

Discussion

The present study aimed at testing whether a relationship

between enhanced right frontal brain asymmetry and

symptoms of depression or anxiety could be replicated in a

group of healthy individuals and if both symptoms of

anxiety and depression share the same strength of rela-

tionship with frontal brain asymmetry.

The current results confirm previous research indicating

that both symptoms of depression and anxiety correlate

with frontal brain asymmetry (reviews in Coan and Allen

2004; Thibodeau et al. 2006). In line with previous reports,

more relative right frontal activation was associated with

higher depression and anxiety symptom severity. The

effect sizes of these correlations support a substantial

association with frontal asymmetry for both symptoms of

depression and anxiety, confirming robust effect sizes as

reported previously (Thibodeau et al. 2006). Thus, the

current data provide further support for a close link

between frontal brain asymmetry and emotion-related dis-

orders. Moreover, the current robust correlations between

Fig. 2 Partial correlations between frontal alpha asymmetry score and current mood (upper left), trait anxiety (lower left), and depression (right)

3 In the current study we used a linked mastoid reference. This was

chosen in favor of other classical reference schemes (i.e., average

reference, vertex reference) because (1) it is favorable for the measure-

ment of anterior alpha activity above the other schemes (Hagemann

2004) and (2) it has been widely used in research on frontal asymmetry

(Hagemann 2004) and thus ensures comparability of results with

previous literature. However, it was argued that a current source density

measure (CSD) might be promising in order to avoid several reference

issues such as mirroring of dipoles and others (Hagemann 2004)—also in

context of resting trait-like frontal asymmetry (Velo et al. 2012; Stewart

et al. 2010). Therefore, we also calculated the partial correlations

determining the unique variance of our predicting variables depression

and anxiety (our most important outcome measure) using the reference

free CSD derivation (see Kayser and Tenke (2006) for methods). Results

of these analyses were comparable with those from the linked mastoid

reference. Controlling for mood and depression, anxiety significantly

correlated with asymmetry, r = -.370, p = .034, while controlling for

mood and anxiety, the correlation with depression failed to reach

statistical significance, r = .258, p = .147 (no significant correlations

were found for asymmetry scores including lateral frontal electrode sites,

i.e., F7/F8, see for example Stewart et al. 2010).
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anxiety and depression scores and right frontal cortical

activation in a non-clinical sample of self-reported healthy

young adults extend this work in showing that this rela-

tionship exist prior to the onset of a full blown mental

disorder (c.f. Schaffer et al. 1983, for comparable findings

with depressive symptoms) and has a predictive value for

future symptom severity (Blackhart et al. 2006). The

findings underscore the importance of frontal asymmetry as

a marker for affective responding even in healthy popula-

tions (Davidson 1992).

In addition, the present study shows for the first time

that in a direct comparison, higher trait anxiety but not

depressive symptoms reliably predict relatively stronger

right frontal brain activation in a regression approach.

Importantly, our partial correlation analysis revealed that

this effect is independent of current state-dependent mood,

previously labeled a significant source of variance in

frontal brain asymmetry (Hagemann et al. 2005). More-

over, we found that depression and anxiety share a large

amount of variance with frontal brain asymmetry. This

finding is in line with a wealth of previous reports (see

Thibodeau et al. (2006) for a review). However, controlling

for this shared variance left anxiety rather than depression

to significantly predict frontal brain asymmetry (13% of

variance explained). Thus, on the one hand, our data show

that symptoms of anxiety, regardless of comorbid symp-

toms of depression are associated with relatively enhanced

right frontal cortical activation, a pattern shown frequently

in previous research (see Thibodeau et al. (2006) for a

review). On the other hand—although paralleling prior

findings of an association between frontal asymmetry with

depression (overview in Allen and Reznik 2015)—the

current data suggest that anxiety might be at least in part

explaining the relationship between depressive symptoms

and frontal brain asymmetry, leading to larger withdrawal

motivation when symptoms of anxiety are present.

The current findings might, therefore, explain some

inconsistencies in previous literature. Several studies

showed relatively larger right frontal activation in depres-

sed patients, while others have shown relatively reduced

left frontal brain activation (see Thibodeau et al. (2006) for

an overview). In most of these studies, comorbidity has not

been reported. Thus, symptoms of anxiety rather than the

depressive disorder per se might account for the higher

right frontal asymmetry scores in prior studies. This

assumption would be in line with a previous study

demonstrating a correlation between larger relative right

frontal activation and trait anxiety but not depression 1 year

later (Blackhart et al. 2006). Moreover, our results match

findings from epidemiological research showing that

symptoms of depression and anxiety do frequently co-exist

and comorbidity between the two disorders is highly

prevalent. Moreover, retrospective data (Kessler et al.

1996) and longitudinal studies (Wittchen et al. 2000) have

shown that in most cases, the anxiety disorder precedes

depression, rendering anxiety the primary disorder

increasing the risk for developing secondary depression.

Taken together, it might be hypothesized that at least for a

subgroup of patients with anxiety disorders, preceding

depression larger relative right frontal brain activation

might be either developing with symptoms of anxiety or

vice versa. Both would lead to anxiety symptoms being

predictive for relative right frontal brain activation in a

regression approach.

Interestingly, recent source localization studies (Koslov

et al. 2011; Pizzagalli et al. 2005) have shown that the

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) is the neural gener-

ator for resting frontal brain asymmetry (Davidson 2004).

Thus, the current data are in accord with recent studies

showing that resting state measures using functional mag-

netic resonance imaging found aberrant activity in dorsal

attention networks, including the dlPFC (Liao et al. 2010;

Anteraper Sheeba et al. 2014).

Of course, the current findings on comorbidity should

nonetheless be interpreted with caution. Due to the focus of

the present study, we did not recruit a clinical sample.

Thus, we cannot rule out that the observed effects on

comorbidity do not hold for a patient sample. However,

nonetheless, the current sample shows a wide range of

depression and anxiety (T scores 30–70) with some par-

ticipants scoring well above the populations’ mean for both

depression and anxiety. In addition, in line with previous

findings (Gold et al. 2013), correlational and regression

analysis show a robust association of anxiety with frontal

brain asymmetry. Moreover, it has previously been shown

that relatively enhanced right frontal cortical activation

predicts future depression in previously healthy people

(Nusslock et al. 2011). Thus, although participants did not

consist of diagnosed patients, a substantial number of

patients should be at least considered at risk for emotional

disorders.

Nonetheless, future research is needed to further explore

the predictive value of the current data. Especially, it might

be promising to consider the capability model to assess the

differential relationship between anxiety, depression, and

frontal brain asymmetry (see Coan et al. 2006) in healthy

individuals. The model posits that individual differences in

frontal asymmetry are best conceptualized as interactions

between situational demands and the individuals’ ability to

respond to this situation (Coan et al. 2006). That is, rather

than proposing that asymmetrical activation at rest would

predict the individuals’ withdrawal motivation within a

specific situation, the model would predict asymmetrical

activation within that situation to predict withdrawal

behavior. With this approach, the relationship between

situation-specific individual differences in frontal
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asymmetry, emotional responding, and psychopathology

could be investigated, enabling researchers to draw a more

detailed picture of the predictive power of frontal asym-

metry on the development of emotion-related disorders.

Conclusion

Taken together, the current data add to the body of litera-

ture arguing that frontal brain asymmetry might constitute

a potential risk factor for the development of emotion-re-

lated disorders, such as anxiety and depression (e.g., Smit

et al. 2007). Moreover, the, present study shows that

although both depression and anxiety share a large amount

of variance with frontal asymmetry, enhanced right frontal

cortical activation might be predicted by anxiety rather

than depression in a direct comparison. Thus, for future

studies, it might be promising to include both measures of

anxiety and depression to control for this shared variance

(see also Jesulola et al. 2015).
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